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This paper introduces the concept of stability radius for time-varying linear
systems. Invariance properties of the stability radius are analysed for the group of
Bohl transformations. We also explore the relationship between the stability radius,
the norm of a certain perturbation operator, and the solvability of a nonstandard
differential Riccati equation. As an application we construct robust Lyapunov
functions and show how they can be used to analyze robustness with respect to
nonlinear perturbations. O 1989 Academic Press, Inc.
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1. INrRooucrroN
After playing a minor role in the early development of the state space
approach the problem of model uncertainty has recently regained a pro-
minent position in systems theory. In this paper we propose a framework
for the robustness analysis of time-uarying linear systems. Although this
subject is of interest in itself it is also important in other fields, e.g., in the
area of adaptive control, where the stability analysis of time-varying
systems plays a central role.
Most of the work on robustness of time-invariant linear systems-in-
cluding the successful H* approach [6]-is based on transform techniques.
It is not clear how to extend these techniques to the time-varying case.
Recently a state space approaci to robustness has been proposed in [9, 10]
which is based on the concept of "stability radius." The purpose of the
present paper is to extend this approach to a time-varying setting.
We consider a nominal svstem of the form
*(t):  t111 ,1,1, t  > 0, ( 1  1 )
where ,4( .) e PC(R * , C" *').t The corresponding transition matrix is
denoted by @(t,s),  / ,s)0. We suppose that the nominal system (1.1) is
exponentially stable; i.e., there exist constants M, rt > 0 such that
l l @ ( l , s ) l l  { M e - a t t - s ) ,  t 2 s 2 0 . ( r .2)
The matrix A(t) is subjected to additive structured perturbations, so that
the perturbed system is
i ( t ) :  lA ( t )  +  B( t )  D( t )  C( t ) l  x ( t ) ,  t  >  0 , ( 1 . 3 )
where D(. )ePC'(R*,C^"0)  is  an unknowr bounded t ime-vary ing d is tur-
bance matr ix  and B( . )e PC(R * ,  C" '^) ,  C(  . )e PC(R * ,  Co"")  are g iuen
"scaling matrices" defining the "structure" of the perturbation , m, p ) l, see
t101 .
Formally (1.3) may be interpreted as a closed loop system obtained by
applying the time-varying feedback
u ( t \ :  D ( t )  y ( t )
to the time-varying linear system
( 1 . 4 )
*Q) :  ng1 x ( t )  +  B( t )  u ( t )
y ( t )  :  C( t )  x ( t ) .  (  l ' s  )
I Most of our results can be extended to systems (1.1) with locally integrable instead of
piecewise-continuous generator l(. ).
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Note, however, that B(t), C(t) do not represent input, output matrices but
describe the structure and scale of uncertainty of the system parameters.
Hence controllability and observability assumptions cannot be justified in
this setting.
In the literature a variety of sulficient conditions have been derived
which ensure exponential stability of the perturbed system *(t):
lA(t) + /(t)f x(t); see 12-4,141. These conditions are given in terms of
bounds tor ll/(.)ll.- and are conservative.
Our problem is to determine a sharp upper bound. For structured
perturbations of the form (1.3) this bound is
r  o ( A ;  B ,  c )  :  i n f {  l l D ( ' ) l l . - ;  D ( '  )  e  P C ä ( R + ,  c ^ " 0 )
and (1.3) is not exponentially stable. (1.6)
We call ro(A; B, C)the (comlex)2 stability radius of the nomial system (1.1)
with respect to perturbations with structure (8, C). In the unstructured
case (m: p : n, B( .) : C(.) : 1") the stability radius is simply the distance
of the system (1.1) from the set of not exponentially stable systems with
respect to the Z- norm. Guided by the results for time-invariant linear
systems [10] we will primarily investigate how the stability radius (1.6) is
related to the perturbation operator
L,^ :  L r ( to ,  oo ;  C- )  - -+  L2( ts ,  co ;  CP)
(  1 . 7 )
and the existence of bounded Hermitian solutions of a parametrized
differential Ric cati equation
PO + A* ( t )  P( t )  +  P( t )  A( t )  -  pc* ( t )  C( t )  -  P( t )  B( t \  B* ( t )  P( t ) :0 ,
t 2  t o )  0  ( 1 . 8 )
(with parameter pe R). Unfortunately these relationships are not as simple
as in the time-invariant case and we have only been able to extend some
of the results to time-varying systems. This reflects the fact that perturba-
tion theory for time-varying systems is far less developed and more
complicated than that of time-invariant systems.
We will proceed as follows. In Section 2 we list some preliminary results
on Bohl exponents and exponential stability of time-varying systems. We
also introduce the group of Bohl transformations which contains the group
2 The real stability radius is defined analogously; see [8]. However, here we concentrate on
the complex stabi l i ty  radius.
u(.)r--(r - ' i : C6 a(t,s) ,B(s) z(s) as)
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of Lyapunov transformations as a subgroup. In Section 3 we discuss
invariance properties of the stability radius and in Section 4 the perturba-
tion operator is studied and its relation to the stability radius is partially
clarified. In Section 5 we establish a connection between the norm of the
perturbation operator and the solvability of the parametrized differential
Riccati equation. Finally in Section 7 we show how to determine a
Lyapunov function of "maximal" robustness,
2. BoHr. ExpoNENr eNo Bonr Tn.q.NsFoRN{arroNs
Consider a differential equation of the form
* ( r ) :  A ( t )  x ( t ) .  t  > 0 , (2 . r )
where ,4(.) e PC(R *, C""") generates a transition operator (D(t, s), t, s20.
Throughout  the paper ( . , . )  is  the usual  inner  product  on C",  l l . l l  the
associated norm, and ll D ll the induced norm for any bounded linear
operator De g(Cp, O-). For a characterization of the stability behaviour
of (2.1) the following dehnition due to Bohl l2l is useful.
DrprNntoN 2.1 (Bohl exponent). The (upper) Bohl exponent k"(A) of
the system (2.1) is given by
k u @ ) :  i n f { a ;  e  R  l l M -  > O :  t >  t 1 1 2 0 +  l l d ( t ,  t ) 1 4  M - e - G - , 0 ) 1 .
I t  is  possib le that  ku@):  *oo.  I f  (2 .1)  is  t ime- invar iant ,  i .e . ,  A( . ) :
AeC" " " ,  t hen
ku@):  max Re 2 ' ( '4) ,
where A,(A), ien are the eigenvalues of l.
The following properties of the Bohl exponent can be found in [4].
PnoposnroN 2.2. (i)
and only if
The Bohl exponent of the system (2.1) ß finite if
sup l l@(/,  s) l l  < oo. (2.2)
0 < l /  s l < 1
In particular k"(A) is finite if A(.) satisfies
1 t  +  |
,ttko, J, ll(s)'l ds < co.
(In this case we say A(.) rs integrally bounded.)
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(i i)  I f  kBU)<qt i t  can be determined uia
I n o  l l @ ( 1 , 5 ) 1 1
' <  B(AI :  l im sup (2 .3 )
r . , - r - t  l - ' t
For later use we need the followins more restrictive definition.
DennntoN 2.3. (Strict Bohl exponent). The Bohl exponent of the
system (2.1) is said to be strict if it is frnite and
kBV) :  l im  l og  l l@( r '  s ) l l .
s , t  s + @  t - J
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward.
LEurrae 2.4. Suppose c(.)ePC(R* ,C) has a strict f inite Bohl exponent
a n d  A ( . ) e P C ( R  * , C " " " ) ;  t h e n
( i )  k " ( -a ) :  - ka@)
( i i )  k6(aI ,+ A) :k"(a)+ks@) $hi f t  property) .
Better known in the literature is the (upper) Lyapunou exponent
k  r (A )  : i n f { ro  e  R  I  lM -  >  0 :  t ) 0  +  l l  @( r ,  0 ) l l  (  M-e ' ' } .
For time-invariant systems the Bohl and Lyapunov exponents coincide
whereas in general
k r (A ) { ku@) .
Exrrvrplr 2.5. Perron [14] has shown that for the scalar system
* ( r ) :  [ s i n  l og  r  *  cos  l og  t ]  x ( t ) ,  t >0
the exponents are different; see also [4].
In this paper we will study the following stability concept for time-varying
linear systems.
DrrrNrrroN 2.6. The system (2.1) is said to be exponentially stabte lf
there exist M, a> 0 such that
l lAQ, t l l l  {  Me - ( t -  rot  for  a l l  t>-  to>O
(" for  a l l  t> / to>/O" means " for  a l l  t6)0 and a l l  t> to") .
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Remark 2.7. (i) It can be shown (see [16]) that (2.1) is exponentially
stable if and only if it is uniftrmly asymptotically stable, i.e., there exists
A > 0 independent of /o such that
l l  @(r ,  /o) l l  <  k  for  a l l  t>-  to>O
and
,lim ll 
@(1, lo) l l  : 0 uniformly in to e R * . (2.4)
(ii) The system is asymptotically stable (i.e., the above relations hold
but k may depend on /o and the convergencein (2.4) need not be uniform)
if and only 1f kLU) <0.
The following characterizations of exponential stability are proved in
t4 l .
TnEonEu 2.8. Suppose kr(A)<ca and pe(0, oo); then the fotlowing
statements are equiualent:
(i) (2.1) is exponentially stable
( i i )  k B ( A ) < 0
(iii) there exists a constant co, such that
f -
I  l l  @(1, t) l lq dt 4co for al l  to20.J t n
If in addition A(-) ß integrally bounded, then (1), (ii), (iii) are equiualent to
(iv) for euery bounded /(.)ePC(R*, C'), the solution of the init ial
ualue problem
* ( t ) :  A ( t )  x ( t )  + f  ( t ) ,  I  )  o ,  x (o )  :  Q
is bounded.
We now analyse the effect of time-varying linear coordinate trans-
formations z(t): fg;r *r,, on the system (2.1), where
f( . )ePCl(R*,  GL,(C.) ) .  The associated s imi lar i ty  t ransformat ion
converts the system (2.1) into
2 ( t ) :  A ( t )  z ( t ) ,  t  ) -  0 ,
Ä0) :  r ( t ) - '  A( t )  r ( t ) -  r ( t )  '  f  e ) .
where
(2 .5)
'(.)J uorl€ruroJsu€rl Iqog eqt eV 0'd ol r€lrurs eq (l)rA)V:(l)l rat
'(tt) errord oL'6'Z uoDruUeCI yo ecuenbesuoc olerpetutur ue sr (r) 'loot4
'suorl0ut
-tolsuotl lqog ot tcadsat qtlu tuotrooul s1 ruauodxa f1og aqJ (l)
'uotyoct1üqnw (axu7utod) o7 Tcadsat
qtlu dnoß o tutot suot7outtotsuati lttog aqJ 0) 
'II'Z Norrrsodoud
'(,(1ryqe1s crloldur.{se
pue Ä1qtqe1s fpresseceu 1ou 1nq) ,{14rqe1s lurlueuodxe errreserd suorl€ru
-JoJSu€Jl lqog lur{l 'relncrlred ur 'sa4dur uorlrsodord Eumollo; eq;
'g lueuodxe Nog tcrrls seq (.)r .p fpo pue Jr sploq uortrpuoc sql pue
O<s <l II" JoJ G_i,o"W 5 (s'l)o): r_(s'l)O ) r"_,l", r rlIN
leql gcns O <" W slsrxa eJeql
g < a ,(rene ro; y .{1uo puz Jr uorteruroJsu€Jl lqog B sl (.)g 6'g uo4rugaq ,{g
'1or)g ,_(t)e: (ot 'r)Q pue , (or)0 Q)6: (ot 't)ö
ere suorlenbe l€rlueJeJJrp oseql Jo suorlnlos lelueur€punJ äqJ
', 
_U)e Q)o 
- : .1, 0)e) pu" (t)s (t)o :(t)s
13qt
os , (.)B: (.)o pl pue 
'(xO'*U),rd:(.)g asoddng '0I'Z a'rdr,{yxg
'pezrJelceJer.lc oJe suorl"uJoJsueJl 
Igog J€l"cs eldurexe 3ur.uo11o; eql uI
'0:tr" ,1"2"w > ll(s)zll ' ll,-(t)zll :0<s'rA0<"/,{Elu:a};ur
1r uor7orutolsuztt ltlog € eq ol
prBS sr ((A)"lg'*M),Jd =()l 
'(uorleurro;sue-r1gog) 6.2 NorrrNrda(I
'suorl?ruJoJsu€Jl Jo dnorE reEtel u o1 lcedse.r
qll^\ tu"rr€^ur sl ,(11irqe1s lerlueuodxe;o ,{lredord eql 
'Ä1qrqu1s cr1o1dur.,(se
pup 
',{lqrqelsul '.{1qrqu1s ;o sargedord eq1 sarr,raserd suorlBrrrJoJsu?Jl
3o dnorE slqJ 
'[€I] Jroruäru snotueJ srg ur aoundo,Q fq päonporlur ,lrorl
-otutotsuotl aoundo{7 poll"c-os äq1 sur€trqo euo popunoq erc (.)a,,_(.)J
'(.)-g se"rrnbeJ ouo;1 'pesodtur oq 01 e^Bq suorldunsse yeuorlippe .ser1
-radord ,{1rpqe1s eareserd 'preuaE ur '1ou IIr^\ suor}€ruJoJsu€Jl oseql ecurs
19'z)
'(s)Z (s 't)O ,_0)J:ß'r)g
sl (g'Z) ruelsfs er{l Jo xrJleru uortrsu€Jl eqJ
ÄJI'IISYJS CO SSANISNSOU szz
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Since the transition matrix of *(l) : ÄQ) x(r) is given by ,i,1t, s1:
T(t)- t  Q(t ,  s) ?"(s),  one obtains
k s ( A t 4 k  " G ) .
By (i), it follows that k"(A):kr(Ä). I
Exeupr-E 2.12. Consider a periodic system
i ( t ) :  A( t )  x ( t ) ,  t>0 ,  ( :2 .7 )
where .4(.)ePC(R*, C'" ' )  is of  per iod p>0. By Erugin's Theorem (see
U)) (2.7) can be transformed via Lyapunov transformations into a time-
invariant system *(t):lx(t), where A is a diagonal real nxr matrix
whose diagonal entries are just the characteristic exponents ,1r, ..., )^ of(2.7). Hence, by Proposition2.ll,
k " (A) :k " (n ) :  max{ ,1 , ,  . . . ,  ^ , } .
In the scalar case (n: I) we have
k3@):L l '  o14 at.
F l o
It is noteworthy that in the scalar case not only periodic but arbitrary
time-varying systems can be reduced to a time-invariant one via Bohl
transformations.
PnoposnroN 2.13. Euerv scalar svstem
*i,1: o1,1 * ,1, t>o
which has strict, finite Bohl exponent can be transformed uia the Boht
transflrmation
o1 r ;  :  sxr (  I '  t " t r )  -  k,(a))  dz)
\ J 0  /
into the time-inuariant linear system
2( t ) :k "1o1 r1 r1 ,  t>0 .
Proof. Use Example 2.10 and Lemma 2.4. I
Remark 2.14. Example 2.5 together with the previous proposition
implies that, in general, a Bohl transformation does not preserve the
Lyapunov exponent.
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For later use, we add some known perturbation results concernins the
Bohl exponent of the system
* ( t ) :  lA( t )  +  / ( t ) l  x ( t ) ,  t  >  o,
where / ( . )e  PC(R*,  C"*" ) .
PnoposmloN 2.15. For any e>0 there exists ö>0 such that
(2 .8)
* ( t ) :  l A ( t ) +  B ( t )  D ( t )  C ( t ) f  x ( t ) ,  t > 0 . ( 3 . 1 )
. .  I  t t
i1T:11 r -, J" tt /(t\tt dt < ö
implies
kB(A + / )  4ku(A) + c.
The proof is straightforward and can be found in [4].
systems (2.1), (2.8) are called asymptoticaily equtiarint (resp. integraily
equiualent) If
, l im l l l ( r ) l l  :0 (*ro l , -  l l / ( t ) l l  at  .  *) .
The above proposition shows that asymptotically or integrarly equivalent
systems have the same Bohl exponent.
3. THs Srnucrl'nro Sr,q.srlrry Ratrus
In this section it is assumed that the nominal system (2.1) is subjected toperturbations of the form t(t): B(t) D(t) C(t), so that the plrturbed
system is
where D(') is an unknown, bounded, time-varying disturbance matrix(D ( . )ePC6(R+ ,C^ "o ) )  and  B ( . )  and  C( . )  a re  known  t ime_va ry ing
scaling matrices dehning the structure of the perturbation. Throughout this
section we assume the triple E : (A,.8, c) consists of matrix funitions
A ( . ) e P C ( R + , C n * n ) ,  B ( . ) e p C ( R  
* , C , " ^ ) ,  C ( . ) e p C ( R * ,  C p * , ) .
(3 .2 )
By Proposition2.l5 the set of exponentially stable systems is open in
PC(R+,Cn"") with respect to the Z_-norm.3 I ts complement,  which is
3 This expression is used although I . ll." is only a pseudo-norm on pC(R * , C",,1.
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closed, will be denoted by ,?t,(R*, C). We will call the elements of
%,(R*,C,) unstable (not exponentially stable). Note, however, that with
respect to this shorthand terminology an unstable system may in fact be
asymptotically stable. The following definition extends the concept of
stability radius introduced in [9, 10] to time-varying systems.
DErtNIroN 3.1 (Stabil ity radius). Given f :(A, B, C), the (complex)
stability radius ro(A; B, C) is defined by
ro (A ;  B ,  C )  : i n f {  l lD  l l . - ;  DepCr (R* ,  C - "0 ) ,  A  - l  BDC eZ , (R* ,  C ) } .
(3 .3 |
The unstructured stability radius of (3.1) is defined by
r  o (A ) :  r  o (A ;  1 , ,  I , ) .
Note that ro(A; B, C):inf @: oo if there does not exist a perturbation
ma t r i x  DePC, (R* ,C^ -o )  such  tha t  A+  BDCeo l t ^ (R* ,C , ) .
Remark 3.2. (i) The unstructed stability radius ro(l) measures the dis-
tance of l(.) from the set %,(R*, C) of unstable matrices with respect to
the Z--norm.
(i i) In the time-invariant case it is known (see [10]) that
r  o (A;  B ,  C) :
m a x o e R  l l G ( i o ) l l '
where G(lw) : C(iaI,- A)- t .a 1in particular o(A, B, C): oo if G:0).
(iii) If 2: (A, B, C) consists of real matrix functions the real stability
radius r*(A;,8, C) is dehned in an analogous fashion. ro(A;8, C) is more
diffrcult to analyze and even in the time-invariant case computable for-
mulae are only available for the special cases rx:1 or p:1; see [11].
Although the real stability radius is obviously of great importance for
applications it should be observed that the complex stability radius offers
some advantages in dealing with nonlinear perturbations. In fact it can be
seen from the results in [ 10] that, e.g., a multivariable version of the Aizerman
conjecture holds true over c whereas it is known to be false over R even
in the scalar case.
The unstructed stability radius has the following properties.
L ruur  3 .3 .  ( i )  ro (A) :0+  Aeo l / , (R* ,C. ) .
( i i )  ro@A) :arc (A)  fo r  a l l  a )0 .
(ii i ) A =+ r o(A) is continuous on pC(R* , C, " , ).
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( i v )  r o ( A +  / ) 2 r c @ ) - l / ( . ) l l r * f o ,  a n y  / e p c ä ( R + ,  c , . " ) .
(v)  0<ro(A){  -ku@) t f  A( . )  is  exponent ia l ty  s tabte.
(vi) If ,: (A, B, C) and ku(A) <0, then
r c ( , 4 ) (  l l B ( ' ) r r , o , * r l l z - '  l l  C ( ' ) r r . , * r l l . - .  r o ( A ;  B ,  C )  f o r  a l l  t o ) 0
(where we define 0 . oo : co ).
Proof. (il(iv) and (vi) follow directly from the dehnition. (i) yields the
first inequality in (v) and the second is a consequence of
A - kB@) l,e,1/,(R 
*, C), since ku(A - kBU) f):0 by Lemma 2.4(11). l
The following proposition summarizes some elementarv inuariance
properties of ro(A; B, C).
PnoposrrloN 3.4. Let Z: (A, B, C) be giuen. Then
(i) If T(.) e PCl(R* , GL,(C,)) defines a Boht transformation then
rc (T - tAT  -  f  - 1 f ;  T  - tB ,  C f  ) :  r o (A ;  B ,  C ) .
(i i) If 0(.) ePC'(R*, C) ,i a scalar Bohl transformation then
ro(A -  0- t01, ;  B,  C) :  ro(A;  B,  C) .
( i i i )  I f  * ( t ) :A( t )x( t )  and *Q):Ä@xe) are asymptot ica l ty  or
integrally equiualent then
r  o(Ä;  B,  C)  :  r  o(Ä;  B,  C)  :  r  o(A;  B,  C) .
Proof. By Proposition 2.11(ii)
k  B(T -1AT -  T - l f  +  T 1 BDCT) :  ka(A + BDC)
fo r  eve ry  D ( . )ePCä(R+ ,C^ "0 ) .Hence  ( i )  and  ( i i )  f o l l ow .  ( i i i )  i s  an
immediate consequence of the equality
kB(A + BDC):  ku(Ä + BDC)
resulting from Proposition 2.15. I
In contrast with the Bohl exponent the unstructured stability radius is
not invariant with respect to Bohl transformations. In fact any exponen-
tially stable time-invariant system *(t): Ax(t) can be brought arbitrary
close to an unstable system by constant similarity transformations.
The following example illustrates that there exist sequences of time-
invariant systems such that k"(A) -- - oo, ro(Ar) - 0 as k - co.
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?l ror ke N
Then limu 
- * k u(A): - oo. However, o(Ap-l D ): {t lk, l lk - 2il1
a l t hough  l imo r -  l lDo l l  - 0 .  Thus  l imo - -  ro (A ) :9 .
Remark 3.6. Suppose that *(l) : A(t) x(l) is periodic. By proposi-
tion 2.11 and Lemma 3.3(v) no Bohl-equivalent system *@: ÄU) x(r) can
have an unstructured stabil ity radius larger than -ku@).Example2.l2
shows that there always is a Bohl-equivalent system with stability radius
equal to -k"(A). On the other hand it follows from results in [10] that
for any e >0 there exists a Bohl-equivalent system i(t):Äe)x(l) with
r c.(d) <e. It is not clear whether analogous results hold for general
time-varying systems.
For exponentially stable scalar systems the unstructured stability radius
always coincides with the negative of the Bohl exponent. This is a direct
consequence of the previous proposition and Proposition 2.13 for the case
where the scalar system has a strict linite Bohl exponent. However the
same result holds without this assumption.
PnoposnroN 3.7. Suppose a( .)e PC(R*,C) and the scalar system
*(t) : a(t) x(t), t 2 0 is exponentially stable; then
ro@):  -ku@). (3.4)
We omit the proof which is straightforward.
Note that the proof of Lemma 3.3 shows that for time-varying scalar
systems the constant disturbance d(.):r"(A) destabil izes the nominal
system.
The following remark illustrates that there are essential differences in the
properties of the stability radius for time-invariant and time-varying
systems.
Remark 3.8.  Suppose that  * , ( l )  :  A,x, ( t ) ,  i :1 ,2 are two exponent ia l ly
stable time-inuariant linear svstems: then
r  n: (A r  @ A , )  :  min { r  o(A , ) ,  r  o(A r ) }  . (3 .5  )
This basic decomposition property of the stability radius is no ronger true
for time-varying systems. In fact one can construct, for any e > 0, periodic
functions a,(t), i:I,2 of the same period such that both scalar sysrems
*tQ): a,(t) x,(t) are exponentially stable with Bohl exponent - I (so that
r , :@) :  r  r : (a):  1) whereas ro(diag(a,,  az)) < E.
Exeruprn 3.5. Set
^r: -l|- oo'7' or:o-'l-l
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4. Tsn PenrunsertoN OprR^l.ron
In the time-invariant case (see [10]), the stability radius can be charac-
terized as the inverse of the norm of the convolution operator
Lo: Lr(O, oo; C-) - Lz(0, oo; CP)
/  r t  \  ( 4 ' 1 )
u( . l r - -  ( r  *  J .  CeA( '  
' \Bu (s )  ds  
) .
In order to explore the possibility of obtaining similar results for time-varying
systems we assume, throughout this section,
A ( - \ e P C ( R * , C n " ' ) ,  B ( . ) e P C , ( R  * , C n " ^ )  ( 4 . 2 1
C ( . ) e P C a ( R  * , C o * ' ) ,  k B ( A ) < 0
With any such triple 2:(A, B, C) we associate a parametrized family of
perturbation operators (Zä)^.*, delined by
L , to :  L r ( t o ,  oo ;C - )  - -+  L2 ( t6 ,  co ;CP) ,  t o20
u( . ) r '  ( , , . - l '  C ( t )ae ,s ) .8 (s ) r ( s )ds ) .  
(43 )
l r o  /
In the following proposition we will show that these maps are well-dehned.
Note that in the time-invariant case ll If l  l l  : l lZo l l for all lo ) 0.
PRoposntolr 4.1. Suppose (4.2) and let Z : (A, B, C). Then
(i) Ll^X a bounded operator.
(i i) tor--l lLlrl l  is monotonically decreasing on R*.
( i i i )  l l r ;  l l  '< ro(,4; B, C) for al l  to>0.
(iv) If A, B, C are periodic with some common period, then
l l r ; l l :  l l z i l l  f o r  a t t  r o ,  r ,  e  R* .
(v)  In  the unstructured cese,  i .e . ,  B( . )= C(. )= 1" ,  t f
l l  @(1 ,  s ) l l  4Me  @\ t - s t  f o r  a l l  t ) -  s ) -  t oand  some M,  o>0
then
fi< ll r?,ll 
' < 
,l im ll ri l l 
- ' ( rc(l ) < - k,(l ). (4.4)
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Proof. We write as shorthand notations Z,o instead of Zfl and L2eo, r)
instead of Lr(to, oo; C'), r : //t, p.
(i) Let u(.)eLr(to, nr); then by changing variables and using the
inequality
l l  " f *u l l , ,<  l l , f  l l  , , . l lu l l  r ,  for  f  e  Lr ,  u  e Lr ,
we obtain
l l L ,ou l l ? ,1 ,0 . , , ( ( l l c l l . -  l lB l l . ,  M f  |  [ i ' r - - , ' - " ,  l l u ( s ) l l ds f  d t
, r 0  L r r o  I
:11c ,1 . "  l l  B l l  L -  M f l .  l f  
e  @,r - . ,  l l u (o  +  to ) l l  do l  d r
<  0 l  c l l , -  i lB l l4  M)2  l le - -  l l1 ,uo . r , . l l a (  +  t ) l l1 , , to .^ t
< t (  l l  c  i l ,_ l l  B l l  *  M ) '  lar l  I l ,  l l1,x,o.  ^t .
This shows that L,o is bounded and the first inequality holds in (4.4).
( i i )  Suppose 0 (  /o  < t ,  and u( . )  e  Lr( t r ,  m),  l lu( . ) l l  :  1 .  Extending
u ( . )  t o  ü ( . )  b y  u ( t ) : g  f o r  t e l t o , t r )  y i e l d s  ü ( . ) e L r ( t o , m )  w i t h
l l  t ( . ) l l  :  1 .  Now
l l  L,, u l l2rr(,,. p ) : l l  L,oü l l2tr1,o, p1,
from which (ii) follows.
( i i i )  Let  D( . )  e PC uQo, oo;  C- ' r )  be such that
l lD l l r -< l lZ ,u l l- ' ;  (4 .5)
then we have to show that the perturbed system
*( t ) :  lA ( t )  +  B( r )  D( t )  C( t ) l  x ( t ) ,  t  2  to ,  9 .6 )
is exponentially stable. By Theorem 2.8 and proposition 2.2 it is suffrcient
to prove that the solut ions x(.) :  x(. t to,xo) of (a.6) (with to;- t)  sat isfy
fo r  some k>0
sup j lx(  . ;  to,  x)11r21,6,, ;  (  k l lxo l l  for al l  xo € C" (4. j )
t 'o> to
sup l lx( t ;  to,  xo) l l  (  k l lxo l l  for al l  xo e C". (4.g)
O < 1 ,  / ; , 1 < l
Now, by variations of constants, for t) t,,,
x ( t ;  t o ,  x ) : 0 ( t ,  t ' s )  xs r  I '  * r , , s )  B (s )  D (s )  C (s )  x ( s ;  t , o ,  x )  ds  (4 .g )
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and hence for y(t) :: C(t) x(t), yo!) :: C(t) <D(t, t,) xoe Lr(t,o, p),
y( t ) :  yoQ) + Q,6Dy)( t ) .
By the contraction principle and (4.5) this equation has a unique solution
in Lr( t 'o ,p)  and
l l  vl l ' ,r , ; , , , . t< l l(1- L,i ,D)-t l l  ' l l  vo l l t ,r , i , ,pt
< (1 - l lL,;Dll)- '  l l  yo l lr . ,oo,p)
< (  I  -  l l  L , ;  l r  l l  D l l  ) - '  l t  yo l t  t , r , ; .pr .
So the norm is uniformly bounded in to) to.
Replacing C(s) x(s; t'o, xi by y(r) in (4.9) yields
x(t ;  to,  xd: el( t ,  r i )  xo f  f '  *O.s) a(s) D(s) y(s) ds.
' t o
Similar estimates to those used in (i) show that the input-to-state map
M,,o:  Lt ( t 'o ,  m) -  LzGo, n)
u ( . )+ ( , , - -  f '  <D( t ,  s )B (s )  r z ( s )  ds )  
(4 ' 10 )
\  , r ä  /
is uniformly bounded in to7ro. Hence (4.7) is satisfied and a similar
estimate to that in (i), applied to (4.9), yields (4.8).
(iv) Let p> 0 be the common period of A, B, C. The right shift
S u: L.r( to,  r)  -  LzQo * l t ,  r )
u(t) v--+ ü(t - p)
is an isometry. Now Q(t + lt, r + l): @(r, s), hence
(S u" L,ou)(t) :  f '  
'  
C(t  -  t t )  ae -  p,s) ,B(s) u(s) ds
" l o
: J. cQ) aQ, s + p) .B(s) u(s) ds
f t
: I CQ) aQ, t) B(r - p) u(r - 1t) dr
' t o +  p
:  I  C ( t \  <D( t .  t \  B ( t t  S ,u ( t l  d t
"  tO+ t t
:  (L ,o+  p"  Surz ) ( t ) .
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This proves l lZ, . l l :  l lL,o*r l l  and the result  fol lows since ror-+ l lZ," i l  is
decreasing.
(v) The second and third inequalities in (4.4) follow from (ii) and
(iii) and the last is a consequence of Lemma 3.3(v). I
Remark 4.2. From a control theoretic viewpoint L,t^may be thought of
as the input-output operator of the system
*( t ) :  A( t )  x ( t )  +  B( t )  u ( t )  x ( ro ;  :  6
y ( t ) :  C( t )  x ( t ) ,  t  2  to .
( 4 . 1 1  )
If the triple 2:(A, B, C) is such that ku(A)<O (internal stabitity) then by
Proposition 4.1(i) the input-output operator Zf is bounded (external
stabil ity). Under the additional assumption that the system (4.11) is bounded
and uniformly controllable and uniformly observable the converse holds
true; i.e., boundedness of If l implies ku(A)<0. This is proved in [1].
Throughout the remainder of this paper we use the notation
l(A; B, a) ': 
,.tr11 ll Z; ll 
-' (4.12)
As a consequence of Proposition 4.1(iii) we obtain the following
robustness result.
Conorreny 4.3. Suppose t : (A, B, C) and (4.2). If D(.)e
PCb(0, oo; C-"e) satisfies
,JTL tt  D( ') l  r . ,  *r  l l . -  < t(A; B, C) (4 .13)
then the perturbed system (4.6) ,s exponentially stable.
In the unstructed case it is known that perturbations D e
PC6(R  * ,C^ 'o )  o f  no rm l lD ( . ) l l  4<a f  M  (a ,M  as  i n  P ropos i t i on4 . l ( v ) )
do not destroy the exponential stabil ity ofthe system (see [3]). In view of(4.4), Condition (4.13) is less conservative.
In contrast with time-invariant systems the following example shows that
the inequality
l(A; B, C) 4rc(A; B, C)
is in general strict.
Ex,tilapr-E 4.4. Consider the scalar system
(4.r4)
*(t1: o171 " ,1, t  > 0,
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where  c ( l ) : -1+ka( t ) ,  keR,  a ( . )e  pC( [R* ,C)  i s  per iod ic  w i th  per iod
37, T: ln 2, given by
f  0  t e l 3 i T ,  ( 3 i  +  1 )  r )
I
o ( t ) : 1  |  t e [ ( 3 i + r ) 7 , ( 3 i + 2 ) T ) ,  i e N o .
[ - r  t e l ( 3 i + 2 )  7 , 3 ( i +  l )  Z )
Let E:(a,1,1); then in view of Example 2.12, proposition 3.7, and
Proposition 4.1(iv) we have
- k u @ ) : r c @ ) : l  a n d  t ( A ; t , t ) : l l r f l l - 1 .
We will show that ll Zi ll 
- t < 1.
Let p(t) :: k I'o u(r) dr and u(t) - eßQ) 2t. A straightforward calculation
shows that
l l L i u l l ' -  l l u l l '  : f '  ,  ' ' { l  - 2 n - ' 1 4 , * l *  , z ß r , t  2 , ( l - 2 e  , t d t .Jo  J t '
since 1-2e ' >0 for t>T one can choose k so that the right hand side
is positive.
Equality holds in (4.14) if the system J is asymptotically or integrally
equivalent o a time-invariant system. To prove this we need the following
PnoposnroN 4.5. Suppose that Z: (A, B, C) satisfies (4.2) and let
*ft): AQ) x(t)  ^ be asymptotically or integraily equiualeni to *(t): A(t| x(t).
Then for f :1Ä, n, C1
, . tA t t  L?,-  Lt t l :0.
In particular
l(A; B, C):  t (Ä; B, C).
The proof is straightfurward; see l8l.
By Proposition 3.4(iii) and Remark 3.2(ii) we get
(4 . rs)
(4 .16)
Conorr.r.ny 4.6. Suppose Z: (A, B, C) satisfies (4.2) and B, C are
constant matrices. If i(t): A(t) x(t) ri asymptotically or integrally
equiualent to a time-inuariant *(t): Aox(t), then
ro(A;  B ,  C) :  l (A ;  B ,  C) : ra : (Ao;  8 ,  C)  : lmap l l  C( io t l  -  A) '  B l l l
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It is clear from the definition of L,t^ that this operator is invariant with
respect o Bohl transformations if the transformation is applied not only to
l ( . ) b u t  a l s o  t o  B ( . )  a n d  C ( . ) :
L ? o : L \ r , ,  t o ) o  f o r  , r : ( T  t A T - T  | f , T - t B , C T 1 .
However, contrary to the Bohl exponent and the stability radius, t(A; B, C)
is not invariant when scalar Bohl transformations are applied to A(.)
alone. In fact, if we apply Proposition 2.13 this is demonstrated by
Example 4.4.
In order to fil l the gap between l(A; B, C) and ro(A; B, C) one might try
to use the scalar Bohl transformation g and consider
E 0 : ( A - | - r e I , , B ,  C ) .  T h e n  r o ( A ; B , C ) : r c ( A - 0  t 0 I , ; 8 ,  C )  a n d  i t  i s
easy to see that L?r':0 tL,t"$. LJnfottunately we have not been able to
prove or disprove the following
Conjecture 4.7. Suppose (4.2) and Z:(A, B, C); then
ro(A;8 ,  C) :sup { l (A-0  '01" ;B ,C) ;0  a  sca la r  Boh l  t rans format ion} .
By Proposition 3.7 the conjecture holds true for scalar systems.
5. TUB Assocrnrno PaRluErRrzen DmppnnNrrer Rrccnu EqunnoN
In this section we examine the parametrized ffirential Riccati equation
(DRE)p
p( t )  +  A* ( t )  P( t )  +  P( t )  A( t )  -  pc" ( t )  C( t )  -  p ( t )  B( t )  B* ( r )  p ( r )  :  g ,
t 2  t o ,  P  e R
associated with the system
* ( t ) :  A ( t )  x ( t )  +  B ( t )  u ( t ) ,  x ( ro )  :  xo  
€  Cn
y ( t ) :  C ( t )  x ( t ) .
Throughout his section we assume (4.2).
For t ime-invariant t : (A, B,C) i t  has been shown in [10] that the
algebraic Riccati equation (ARE)p
A * P + P A - p C * C - P B B * P : O
admits a Hermitian solution P if and only if p<rLe;B, C). Guided by
this result we wish to determine the maximal p for which there exist bounded
Hermitian solutions of (DRE)' on [to, cc). Various authors (see e.g.
( 5 . 1  )
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ll2' lsf) have studied differential Riccati equations with time-varying
coefficients; however, their results cannot be applied to (DRE)" if p>0.
We will proceed via the optimal control problem (OCp)p
Minimize the cost functional
Jr(xo, l to ,  t ) ,  u( . ) )  ' :  i "  I l lu(s) l l '    -  p  l ly (s) l l2 l  ds
u t o
f o r  u ( . \ e  L r ( t o ,  t r )C^ )  sub jec t  t o  (5 .1 ) .
where 0{ /o( / r (oo,xoeC" and peR. We begin by examining thef in i te
time problem, where rr ( oo. Since the optimal control is expected to be
feedback we start with some lemmata on the cost of feedback controls
u(t): -p1r)x(t). To describe these costs we need the followine well-
known lemma about differential Lyapunov equations.
L n u u r  5 . 1 .  L e t  Ä ( . ) ,  R ( . ) e p C f f t o , o ) ; C , " " )  a n d  ö ( . , . )  b e  t h e
transition matrix of *(t): d1t1 x1t1.
(i) The unique solution of the dffirential Lyapunou equation
Pe)+ Ä*gy r l ty+ p( t )  Ä1t1+R(r) :6 ,  te l to ,  t1 l  6 .2)
with final ualue P(tr):0 is giuen by
I t t  -
P(t) :  I  O*(r ,  r )  R(s)  ö9,  t )  ds,  te l to ,  t r f  .
( i i) If *(t): Ä@x(r) rs exponentially stable and R(.) ,r bounded, then
p(t): f 
- 
ö*1", r) R(s) ög, ) ds
is the unique bounded solution of (5.2) on fto, o).
LsMN{e 5.2.  Suppose F( . )e pCff to,  t r f ;  C^"") ,  t t1cr . ,  Ar( t ) :
A(t) - B(t) F(t) with transition matrix e r(., .), and let
u  Fe ) :  -  F ( t )  x ( t ) ,  t  e  l t o ,  t , l ,
where x(-) satisfies
*( t ) :  1  1111 *1r1,  t  e  f to ,  / ,  l ,  x( lo)  :  xo.
Then
J  o (xs ,  l t o ,  t  ) ,  u r ( . ) )  :  ( xo ,  P . ( l o )  xo  ) ,  ( 5 .3  )
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wnere
f t l
P,(t): I  of (r,  t)[r*(s) r(s) - pC*(s) C(s)] @r(s, r) ds,
is the solution of the differential Lyapunov equation (DLE),
i '1 t1+ Af( t )  P( t )+ P( t )  AFU)
-  pC*( t )  C( t )  + F*( l )  F( l )  :  Q,  t  e  l to ,  t r l
t  e l to,  t r l
(s.4)
with final ualue P(t r) : Q.
Proof. By (5.a) and the definition of J,we obtain
f I l(xo ,  Pr ( t )xo)  :  I  t l l r (s )  @o(s ,  /6 )xo l l ' -p  l l  C(s )  @o(s ,  ro )  xo l l2 l  dsu t o
l ":  |  [  l l  u . (s) l l ' -  p  l l  C(s)  cD og,  t )  xo l l2 l  dsI
- l r
:  J  
, ( x o ,  l t o ,  t  r ) ,  u  r ( . ) ) .
That  Po solves (DLE),  fo l lows f rom Lemma5.1( i )  i f  we set  A1t1: ,eog1
and R(r)  :  -  pC*( t )  C( t )  + F*( t )  F( t ) .  I
Note the following relationship between the differential Riccati equation
(DRE)p and the differential Lyapunov equation (DLE)p.
Remark 5.3. P( .) is a solution of (DRE), on [/0, l, ] i f and only if p(.)
is  a solut ion of  (DLE) '  on [ to ,  r , ]  wi th F( t ) :B*( t )  P( t ) .
Our construction procedure for solutions of (DRE)' (cf. proof of
Theorem 5.7) is based on this simple observation.
LEur r l n  5 .4 .  Le t  F ( . )e  PC(  l t o ,  t r l ,  C^ " " ) ,  ü ( . ) e  L r ( t o ,  t t . ,C^ ) ,  u r ( t ) :
-  F( t )  x( t ) ,  t  e  [ /0 ,  / , ] ,  where now
* ( t ) :  A ( t )  x ( t )  +  B ( t ) (u  FQ)  +  ü ( t ) ) ,  ( 5 .5  )
:  A  rU )  x ( t )  +  B ( t )  ü ( t ) ,  t  e  l t o ,  r , l ,  x ( l o )  :  xn .
If u(t) : u rQ) + ü(t), t e lto, t r l, then
J  o ( x o ,  l t o ,  t  r ) ,  u ( . ) ) :  ( x o ,  P r ( l o )  x o  )
F l l
+ 
. l ,  l l  a(s) + B*(s) Po(s) x(s) l l2 ds
-  f  
"  
|  [ F ( s ) -  B * ( s )  P n ( s ) ]  x ( s ) l  2  d s .
" , 0
where Po(-) ß defined by $.a).
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Proof. Differentiation of V(t) 1: (x(t), p,(t) x(t)), t e lto,l, l , along
the solution x(.) of (5.5) gives (we leave out the argument r)
y : (A ox -t Bü, p ,x) * (x, i, ox) r (x, p lA "x + Bü)>
: <Bü, P rx) + (x,  P,Bü) - t  (x,  (pC*C - F*F) x)
:  -  l l u o l l '  +  p  l l C x l l 2  + 2  R e  ( ü ,  B * p  r x )
:  -  l l u l l '  +p  11  cx l l2  +  l lu  +  B*p  rx l l r -  l l (B*pr  -  F )  x l l r .
Integrat ing on [ to, l , ]  and using po(1,) :0 yields the result .  I
I f  p > - 0  a n d  0 (  t o 4 t r l t r ( o o ,  t h e n
o ' '  
"  t " i f ; ' f  " to  ' ' J  ' ( ' o '  l to '  t  ' ) '  u ( ' ) ) (5 .6 )
7 
u"" i ' f ; ' f  oto 'J o(*o'  l to '  t ' \ '  u( ' ) ) '
whereas the converse inequalities hold if p ( 0. These inequalities how that
the minimal costs are finite over an arbitrary interval if they are finite over
[0, oo).
LBMrr , r . t  5 5 .  ( i )  in f , . . r , . .4Jo(0 ,  q ) ,u ( . ) ) :0*p< l lZ i l l  2
(here by definition ll L,E ll ' : a tf ll Z; ll : 0).
(ii) For euery p e (- ,n, ll L?rll-2) there exists a constant c o> O suchthat
i q f  . J o ( x o ,  [ t ,  o o ) ,  u ( . ) ) > - c r l l x o l l '  f o r a l l  t ) r o , x o € R " .  ( 5 . 7 )u e  L 2 ( t ,  m \
Proof. Statement (i) follows from the equivalence
". i iÄ,  ^,J r(0, [ to, co ), a( .)) :  0 e. I  l l  ,r  l l ,  _ p l l  L?,ul l ' ]  > 0
for  a l l  u  e Lr( to,  m).
To prove ( i i )  we need only consider  the case p€(0,  l l l f l l l - r ; .  S ince
2Re(a ,ö )  (a  l l a l l '  +  a -1  116112  fo ra l l  d .>0 ,  a ,  be  L r ( t o ,p ) ,
we have
J r ( x o ,  [ t o ,  m ) ,  a ( . ) )
:  l l u ( . ) l l '  -  p  l l@ '^ " ) ( . )  +  C1  . )  o ( . ,  r 0 )  xo  l l ,
:  l l u ( . ) l l '  l ( r ? ,u ) ( . ) l l '  -  p  l l  c ( . )  @(  . ,  t , )  x , l l '
-  2p Pre((L, ' ,u) ( .  l ,  Cl .  )  O(. ,  ro )  xo)
>  l l  u ( .  ) l l ,  -  p ( t  +  d ) l l ( L? ,u ) ( .  ) l l '  -  p ( t  +  q  - '  )  l l  C ( .  )  0 ( . ,  r o )  xo  l l  r .
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For suffrciently small a
J o ( x o ,  I r o ,  c o ) ,  u ( . ) ) >  - p ( l +  o ( - t ) l l  C ( . ) @ ( . , 1 0 ) x o l l t .
Since i(l) : A(t) x(l) is exponentially stable, there exists c > 0 such that
l l c ( ' ) @ ( . ,  r o ) x o l l '   ( c  l l x o l ; z  f o r a l l  t o 2 0 .
So we may take co:p0+d-t )c  to ensure (5.7)  for  lo .  The resul t  fo l lows
for any I ) /o since the left hand side of (5.7) is increasing in L l
LEuu.q 5.6.  Suppose A*( . )e pC(to,  t t ,C,"" ) ,  ke N,  t ,  < q)  conerges
pointwise to Ä( . )e pC(to,  t r lC""" )  on l io ,  t r l , i .e . ,
_,1x ll A oQ) - AG)il -- 0 for ail t e lto, t rf
and l lAoQ)l l<c_for al l  telto,tr l ,  keN. If  ,4k( .) generates <Do(.,.) and
Ä(.)  generates ö1. , . \ ,  thenfor  euery e>0,  there ex is ts  koe N,  su,c:h that
l l b o Q , s ) - ö ( r , s ) l l < e  f o r  a l l  k 2 k o ,  / 0 < r < r < 1 1 .  ( 5 g )
The proof is straightfurward; see l8f.
We are now in a position to solve the optimal control problem (OCp)p
on finite intervals, a main result of this section.
TnEonBu 5.7.  Suppose p<l lL | r l l  t ,0< to l t r1cn.  Then
(i) There exists a (unique) Hermitian solution p,'(.) e
P C t ( t o ,  t r l C " " " )  o /  ( D R E ) ,  w i t h  p t t ( t ) : 0 .
(i i) If p20(p<0) then Ptt(t) is nonpositiue (nonnegatiue) for alt
t e l t o , t r l .
(iii) The minimal cost of (OCP)p ir
i n f  
, .  
J  u (xo ,  Uo ,  t  , ) ,  u ( . ) ) :  ( xo ,  p , ' ( r o )  xo  ) .  ( 5 .9 )u c  L l ( r o . r t : ( n )
(iv) The optimal control is giuen by
u+ ( t ) :  -  B * ( t )  P ' ,Q )  x ( t ) .
Proof. Starting with Po( .) :0 we recursively dehne a sequence po( .)e
PC1(to, tr)C"""), ke N by the sequence of differential Lyapunov equations
PrQ)  +  A t_ ,Q)  p  kQ)  +  pk ( t )  Ak  r ( t \  -  pC* ( t )  C ( t \
I  P , ,  , ( t )  B ( t )  B * ( t )  P  o  _ , ( / )  :  0 ,  t  e  l t r ,  t  r l ,
P  p ( t , ) : O ,  ( 5 . 1 0 )
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where
Au_,Q) :  A( t )  -  B( t )  B* ( t )  po_ re ) ,  t  e  l to ,  t t l ,  k>-  t .
We will show:
(a) P'tQ) :limo 
_ 
_ 
Po(r) exists for all t e lto, t rl
(b) P"(.)  is the unique Hermit ian solut ion of (DRF)'  on [ to, t , ]
w i th  P" ( /1 ) :0 .
After establishing (a), (b) we have, by Lemma 5.2 and Remark 5.3,
J o ( x o ,  l t o , t r ) ,  - B * ( . )  p " ( . )  x ( . ) )  :  ( r o ,  p , , ( / o )  x o ) ,
and applying Lemma 5.4 with F(t):B*(l) P/'(l) yields
Jr (xo ,  l to ,  t ) ,  u ( . ) )  :  (x r ,  p ' , ( t ) "o )  +  i  i l  u (s ) -  u* (s l l l2  ds ." t o
This shows (iii) and (iv) so it remains to prove (a), (b), and (ii). Note that
by (5.10),  PuQ): P"(t) ,  where F(t) :  B*(t)  Po_,( l ) .  Set
uoQ) :  -B* ( t )  PuQ)  xoQ) ,  üuQ) :uoQ)-uo  
,G) ,  te l to ,  t t f , k> t ,
where xu( .)  solves *. f t ) :Aoft)xoQ), xkft 'J:xo and t ,oel to, tr l  is
arbitrary. By Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.4
(xo ,  Pr* , ( lä )xo)  -  (xo ,  Pk \ i  xo>
:J r (xo ,  l to ,  t r ) ,u , , ( . ) ) -  (xo ,  pu f t ' )  xo)
I  t l
:  -J ,6  l l [B* (s )  P , . - ' ( s ) -B* (s )Po(s) ]  xo(s ) l l2  ds(0
for al l  k2l ,  t i re [ lo,  r , ] .  But by Lemma 5.5( i i )
(x  n ,  P  oQ ) ,  n )  2 , . . , , i11 , ,  
o . ,J  r (  *  o ,  l t  o ,  t  r ) ,  u (  -  ) )  >  -  c  o  l l  x  r l l t .
So (Po(l[,))u", is a decreasing sequence uniformly bounded from below
and the limit
k l im Pr(tä) :  P, ' ( t ; :  (P"(r6))*
exists for every /ä efto, trf. This proves (a). Moreover
) t \Or t r l :  A( t ) -  B( t )  B* ( t )  P ' , ( t )  fo r  a l l  te l to ,  t r f  (5 .11)
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and since PoQ), k ) 1 is monotonically decreasing and bounded from below
we see that llAoft)ll is uniformly bounded on [/0, r,]. Thus by Lemma 5.6Qu(.,-)  converges uniformly on [ to,  t l l to ett( . , . )  the evolut ion operator
generated by A(. ) - B(.) B*(.) p,1(.). Next we apply Lebesgue's dominated
convergence theorem to the sequence
PuO:  -  |  @f ;_ , (s ,  r ) [pC*(s )  C(s ) -  po_, (s )  B(s )  B* (s )  po  , ( " ) ]J t n
xeu_r (s ,  t )  ds
to obtain
f  l l
PrtQ): -  J,  @"*1r,  t ) [pC*(s) C(r)-  P'r(s) B(s) B*(s) p, ' (s)]  e, ,(s,  t )  ds
Thus Pr '( . )  sat isf ies (DRE)p on [ to, l r ]  and p, ' ( t r) :0.  The uniqueness of
the solution P"(.) of (DRE)p with pr,(r,):0 follows from general
theorems. This proves (a), (b), and (ii) for p{0.
Applying Lemma 5.2 and Remark 5.3 to the above equation yields
f  r l
P"(t) :  -  J.  t*(r ,  t ) fpC*(s) C(s) + p, ' (s) B(s) B*(s) p, ' (s) l  e(s,  t )  ds,
which proves (ii) for p)0. (Note that ptt+re)2pt;(t) holds for k2t and,
not for k:0 if p<0.) This shows (ii) and completes the proof. I
Using (5.6) we have
Conorreny 5.8. Suppose p <l lL?r l l  , ,  0 < tol t t l t r< a. Then
P',( t )-< p, ' ( l )  for al t  t  e f to,  t r f  , f  p20
P',( t )>- p"(t)  for al l  tef to,  t r f  t f  p <0.
we now proceed to examine solutions of (DRE)' on infinite intervals
and relate them to the infinite time optimal control problem (ocp)e,
/r: co. The following lemma plays a key role.
T,Eulr ,r  5.9. Suppose to>-0, p€R, u(.)eLr(to,m), and e()ePCt(to, co;C'"")  is a bounded Hermit ian solut ion o/(DRE)p. I f  x(.)  sotues
* ( t )  :  A( t )  x ( t )  +  B( t )  u ( t ) ,  t  )  to ,  x ( to ) :  xo ,  6 .12)
then
Jn(xo ,  I ro ,  .o  ) ,  u ( . ) ) :  i -  t ta (s )+  A* (s )  e (s )x (s ) l l ,  ds  +  (xs ,  e ( to )  x ) ." / o  
( 5 . 1 3 )
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In particular,
(xo, QQ) "o ) < 
,..l,fJl
Proof. Since frr(,4)<0 we
I --+ oo. Now
d
* rJ  o ( ro ,  [ / 0 ,  oo  ) ,  u ( ' ) ) ,  xo  €  C" .  ( 5 .14 )
have  x (  . ) eL r ( t o ,n )  and  thus  x ( l ) - - 0  as
V QU),  QQ) x( t )>
:  p  l l  c ( t )  x( t ) l l '  +  l l  B*( r )  Q0)  x( t ) l l '    +  2  Re ( ,8( r )  u( t ) ,  ee)  x( t )  )
:  p  l lC( t )  x( t ) l l2  + l lu( t )+ B*( t )  ee)  x( t ) l l ' -  l lu( t ) l l r .
Integrating over [/o, r,] and taking limits as tr + co yields (5.13). Since(5.13) holds for al l  u(.)e Lr(to,m), (5.14) fol lows. I
The above lemma yields immediately the following necessary condition
for the existence of bounded Hermitian solutions of (DRE),.
PnoposrrroN 5.10. Suppose (4.2) and to20. I f  e()e pcl( to,  co; C""")
is q bounded Hermitisn solution o/ (DRE), on lto, m) then
p < l lz ;  l l  '   .  (s.15)
Proof .  By (5.14) ,  0 <. /p(0,  I to ,  oo ) ,  u( . ) )  for  a l l  ue Lr( to,m ) .  This
implies (5.15) by Lemma 5.5(i). I
The following converse result is the main theorem of this section.
Tnronnu 5.11.  Suppose (4.2) ,  , :  (A,  B,  C) ,  and p < l lL l^ l l -2 ,  to20.
Then we haue
(i) There exists a unique stabilizing (i.e., A-BB*p+ is exponen-
t ia l ly  s table)  bounded Hermi t ian solut ion P*( . )e pc l ( to ,m;C^' , )  o f
(DRE)p on l to ,  a) .
(ii) P+ is maximal in the sense that, for any bounded Hermitian
solution
Q( . )e  PCr ( t ' o ,  oo ;C" " ' )  on  I l i ,  m ) ,  t ' o>  t o ,
Q( r )E  P+( l )  f o r  a l l  t >  t ' o .
(iii) The minimal cost is
i n f  J  r ( xo ,  l t o ,  q ) ,  u ( . ) )  :  ( xo ,  p+  ( l o )  xo  )  ( 5 .16 )
u  e  L 2 ( n ,  m \
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and the optimal control is giuen by
u ( t ) :  -  3 *1 t )  P+  ( t )  x ( t ) ,  t 2  t o ,  ( 5 .17 )
where x( .\ solues
* ( t ) : l A ( t ) -  B ( t )  B * ( t )  P + ( t ) f  x ( t ) ,  t 2 t 6 ,  x ( t o ) :  x o .  ( 5 . 1 S )
Proof. First, let p20. By Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.7 there exists
co > 0 such that for all r, > to, t e lto, t 1f
-  c  o  l l  xo l l t  <  
, .  
i n f  
^ r J  r ( *o ,  [ ] ,  m  ) ,  u (  . ) )
u  e  L 2 ( t ,  t 1 ;  C n \
: (xo, P',(t) xo).
Thus P"(r) is bounded below and since by Corollary 5.8 it is monotonically
decreasing we have that
P+( t ) : , , t t *  " " ( r )  ( 5 .20 )
exists for all telto, oo). In an analogous way, existence of the l imit (5.20)
can be proved for the case p < 0.
In both cases, P"(.) satishes
pt t ( t )  :  p , , ( to)-  i '  ; ,1*{ r )  p , , (s)  + p, , (s)  ,4(s)  -  pC*(s)  C(s)u t o
-  P ' , (s)  B(s)  B*(s)  P ' l (s) l  ds.
Taking l imits (as /r + oo) yields
P+ ( t ) :  P *  ( t )  -  f '  U* (s )  P* (s )  +  p+ (s )  A (s )  -pc * (s )  c (s )
- 'o  
-  p*(s)  B(s)  B*(s)  p+(s)r  ds
and d i f ferent ia t ion shows that  P*( . )e pc l ( to ,  co;C"" , )  is  a bounded
Hermitian solution of (DRE), on [to, oo).
Before showing that P+(.)is stabil izing we prove (i i i).
I f  Q( . )e PC1(to,  co;  Cn" ' )  is  a bounded Hermi t ian solut ion of  (DRE),
and  A ( . ) -  B ( . )  B * ( . )O ( . )  i s  t he  gene ra to r  o f  cDo( . ,  . ) ,  t hen
d
*Lo f ( x  ro )  0 (s )@n(s ,  ro ) ]
:<D[(s ,  t6) [pC*(s)  C(s)-  Q(s)B(s)B*(s)e(s) ]  es(s,  t ) .
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Hence
(xo ,  Q( )  xo )
:  <oo \ ,  t )  xo ,  QQ)  oo \ ,  t o ) " ' )  +  |  (Dnß , ro )xo .
" l o
tQ(s)  B(s)  B*(s)  Q(s)  -  pC*(s)  C(s) l  @q(s,  t )  xo> ds (5.21)
Fi rs t  we consider  the case p(0 for  which p+( l )20,  t2 to.  The above
equal i ty  wi th Q(. )  :  P*( . )  y ie lds
( x o ,  P * ( t o )  x o ) 2 J p  ( x o ,  [ t o ,  c o ) , - B * ( . ) P * ( . ) ( 0 " . ( . ,  / o ) x o ) .
In par t icu lar  ü( .  )  : :  -  ^B*( .  )  P"  (  .  )  Q r*( . ,  t  o)  x  o e Lr( to,  m) and apply ing( 5 . 1 4 )  w i t h  Q ( . ) : P * ( . )  w e  f i n d
j {  
. J o ( x o ,  I t o ,  o o ) ,  u ( . ) ) : J o ( x o ,  [ / 0 ,  o o ) , ü ( . ) ) :  ( n o ,  p + ( t ) x ) .
u  e  L 2 ( t o ,  m \
The case p > 0 is more dilficult. To do this we extend the finite time
opt imal  contro l  by 0 to [ /o ,  oo)  and def ine u, , ( . )eLr( to,m)by
u " \ t ) : { : ' . t ' l  P t ' x ' J t )  f o r  l o < l < t 1
f 0  f o r  t r 1 t ,
whe re  x , , ( . ) so l ves
* ( t ) :  A ( t )  x ( t )  +  B ( t )  u , , ( t ) ,  t 2  t o ,  x ( t o ) :  xo .
Then by Theorem 5.7
J  o (xo ,  I l o ,  oo  ) ,  u , r ( . ) )
l t t  - . .  f  @:  |  [ l 1a , , ( s ) l l ' -  p l l c l s ) x , , ( s ) l l ' f  d t -  |  p  l l c ( s )x , , ( s ) l l 2  dsu t o  '  J t l
:  (no, P"(t) xo) - p f 
- 
l l  Ctr) x,,(s)l l2 ds.
' t l
By apply ing (5.14)  to P+(. )  we obta in
J o ( x o ,  I l o ,  o o ) , " ( - ) ) 2  ( x o ,  P + ( l o ) x o )  f o r a l l  u e L r ( t o , m )  ( 5 . 2 3 )
and so
f Ol im I  l lC(s)  x , , (s) l l t  ds:O,  
ß.24\
, ! : ; - ; : ; . , , [ ro ,  co) ,  u , , (  ) ) : (xo,  p+(ro)xo)
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Now from (5.22) we have for every a > 0
0 2  ( x o ,  P / ' ( / o ) n o )
2  J  o (xo ,  I l o ,  co  ) ,  u , r ( . ) )
t @
:  |  ;  l l  u, ,(s) l l  '  -  p l l  C(s) @(s, lo) xo + Qt^u,,)(s) l l2 l  dsu t o
>  ( l  -  p (1  +  a ) l l  L? , l l ' ) - l l u , , l l ' r , t , o , ^ t -  p ( t  +  d - ' ) l l  c ( )  a ( . ,  r o )  r co  l l 2 r , t , o , r )
by the same estimate as that used in establishing Lemma 5.5. Choosing
a>0 small enough we see there exists a constant Kindependent of to, so
that for all to)O
l l  u , ' l l " r t ,o . -y  (  K  l l  xo  l l  2 (s.26)
Hence {u, r , t , .> lo}  is  bounded in Lr( to,m),  so there ex is ts  a sequence
(u,) r . ru,  /k+ oo which converges weakly to some ü( . )eLr( to,m).  By
(5.23) and (5.24), (a,u) is a minimizing sequence. It is easy to see that -/o
is strictly convex. Moreover it follows from the last inequality in
(5.25)-which holds for arbitrary ue Lr(to, m) instead of u,,-that
ur- -+Jr(xo,  I lo ,  oo) ,  a(  . ) )  is  coerc ive.  Hence,  by [5,  p.35] ,  r f ( . )  is  the
unique optimal control and the minimum cost is
J r ( x o ,  I t o ,  c o ) ,  ü ( . ) ) :  ( x o ,  P + ( r o )  x o ) .
Lemma 5.9,  impl ies that  for  Q(. ) :  P*( . )
J  r ( xo ,  l t o ,
and so
l l r ( s ) +  B * ( s ) P + ( s )  x ( s ) 1 2  d s  *  ( x o ,  P + ( r o )  x o )
ü( t ) :  -  3*1 t )  P+ ( t )  x ( t ) ,  t )  to .  $ .27 \
To prove uniqueness and maximality, assume that e(.) is a bounded
Hermitian solution of (DRE), on Ir{,, oo). Using Lemma 5.9 and (5.16) we
obtain
( x o ,  Q Q )  " " )  < , . l l l ,  
^ , J o ( * o ,  I t ,  o o ) ,  u ( . ) ) :  ( x o ,  P * ( r ) x o )
for all t 2 to and all xo e Cn. Hence the maximality of P+ ( .). Now assume
that 0( ) is stabilizing; then for every t2t',, the feedback control
a(s):  -3*1s) O(s) x(s),  s )  t  is in Lr(t ,  a;  C-),  and so by Lemma 5.9
J o ( x o ,  I r ,  o o ) ,  u ( . ) ) :  ( x o ,  Q Q )  x o )  (  ( x o ,  p + ( r ) x o ) .
Hence by (5.16) uniqueness holds.
(s.25 )
l @
oo) ,  , ( . ) ) :  I
' t o
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To prove that the feedback system (5.18)is exponentially stable we note
that by (s.16) and (5.21)
l l  ü l l ' rxn.- ;  ( rK l l  xo l l  2
for some constant K independent of /6 ) 0. Hence the solution x(.) of(5.18) sat isf ies l lx( .) l l tx^, , , .Kl lxsl l2,  with F independent of lo.  The
exponential stabilization then follows by Theorem 2.8. I
Remark 5.12. If the system I is uniformly observable and p > 0 (p < 0),
then
P + ( t ) <  - y I ,  ( P + ( t ) > y I , ) (s.28)
fo r  some y>0 and a l l  t> ro ;see [8 ] .
Proposition 5.10 and Theorem 5.11, together, imply the following
characterization of llf; ll in terms of the solvability of (DRE),:
ll L?,ll-': sup {p e R; (DRE), has a bounded Hermitian solution on [], oo ) ].
(s.2e)
More precisely, if p < ll L?rll-t, then (DRE)p possesses a bounded
Hermitian solution on [to, co), whereas for p> llLT^ll-, there does not
exist such a solution. However, there may exist solutions on some smaller
interval Itä. "o ), tl, > ro.
Conorr.rly 5.13. Suppose (4.2); then l(A; B, C)2 is the supremum of all
p e R for which there exists a bounded Hermitian solution of (DP.E) " on
some interual [/0, co), lo>0.
Remark 5.14. The above results are not applicable to the limiting
parameter value px: l lL?, l l  2 (resp. p*: l (A;B,C),) . In the t ime-invariant
case it is known that (ARE)' has a Hermitian solution for p*:llLoll 2
but the corresponding closed loop system is no longer exponentially stable
and there may not be a solution of the corresponding optimal control
protlem (OCP)p.; see [10]. So the dillerential Riccati equation (DRE)p
and the optimal control problem (ocP)e are decoupled at the parameter
value p* :  l i  Zo l l  - t .
Remark 5-15. In [8] we have shown that if .r is uniformly controllable
and the conditions of rheorem 5.11 are satisfied, then there exists a solu-
t ion P-(.)  of  (DRE)'  on [ to Io,6) for some o>0 such that the closed
loop system *(t): lA(t) - B(t) B*(l) P- (r)l x(l) is completely unstable( i .e. ,  the adjoint system *(t) :  - lA(t)-  B(t)  B*(t)  p-1r;1* xe) is
exponentially stable). However, in contrast to the time-invariant case,
P-(.)  wl l lnot in general  be a minimal solut ion of (DRE),,  on I lo*o, co).
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Remark 5.16. If the assumptions of Theorem 5.11 are fulfilled then for
each  t  >  / o  t he  map  
e ( t ,  . ) : (  - . o ,  1  L , ^ , - ' )  - -+  enxn
p  =+  p ;  ( t l
is differentiable with respect to p and monotonically decreasing in p.
Moreover, if fo denotes the closed loop system obtained by applying the
optimal feedback (5.17) then
l l  L | , , l l - '  :  l l  L?, l l  '  _ p,
This is proved in [8].
6. NoNrNE.q.n PsnruRsÄ,TroNS AND Rosusr Ly,q.puNov FuNcrroNs
In this section we briefly outline some consequences of the previous
results for nonlinear perturbations of the form /(t): B(t) N(C(/) x(l), r) so
that the perturbed system is
|  : ; ( t )  :  A( t )  x ( t )+  B( t )  N(c ( r )  x ( t ) ,  t ) ,  t )  t s ,  x ( ts \ :  x r ,  (6 .1 )
where (A, B, C) satisfies (4.2) and ly': Rp x R+ - R- is continuously
differentiable. We assume that l/(0, t) :0 so that 0 is an equilibrium state
of (6.1). Our aim is to determine conditions on the "norm" of the nonlinear
perturbation such that exponential stability of (6.1) is preserved.
For this, we have to consider the e-modification of (DRE)"
P1t1+ lA(t)  + eI. l*  p(t)  + p(t) lA(t)  + eI" f
-  pc" ( t )  c ( t )  -  p ( t )  B( t )  B* ( t )  p ( t ) :0 .
THponru 6.1. Suppose (4.2), to)0,and
l l l / ( y , l ) l l < y  l l  y l l  f o r  a l l  t ) t o , y e C p , (6.3 )
where y < ll L?rll - t, t : (A, B, C). Then the origin ß globalty exponentially
stable for the perturbed system (6.1).
Proof. Chose pe(y',llL?^ll 2). One can show that for e >0 suffrciently
small there exists a maximal bounded Hermitian solution of the differential
Riccati equation (6.2) associated with I":(AltI,, B, C). Consider the
functional
V( t ,  x ) :  -  (x ,  P"oQ)  x ) ,  t ) -  t s ,  xeC" .
p < l lL1 , l l  '   .
(6.2)
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By Assumption (6.3), the solutions of (6.1) exist on [lo,.o).The derivative
of V along any solution x(.) of (6.1) is
v(t ,  x(t)) :  -2ev(t ,  
_x(/))  -  p l l  c( t)  x(t) l l '  _ l l  8*(r)  pl l )  x(t) l l ,
-2Re(p"oe) x(t) ,  B(t)  N(C(t)  x(t) ,  t ))
:  -2eV(t,  n(/))_ l lB*(/)  p"p(t)  x(t)  + 1V(C(t)  x(t) ,  t ) l l2
- lp l l  c( t)  x(t) l l ,  -  l l  N(c(r)  x(t) ,  t ) l l2 l .
Hence
v1t,  x1t714 -2tv(t , r(r))  -  ö l l  c(r)  x(t) l l r ,  t2 to,
where ö : p-y2.Integrating yields
v(tr ,  x(tr))  e2", ,  -  v1to, x(to))  e2",0< -ä i"  e2",  l lc( t)  x(t l l l2 dtJ r o
for all tt> to and since V(tr, x(tr))20,
f  
- 
,r"r,-,0) l lc(t) x(t) l l2 dt < -ö | (xo, p"oe| xo). 6.4)Jrn
Now if A(.) generates @(., .),
llx(r)ll < llq2(t, to)ro ll + i ll @(r, s) B(s) N(c(s) x(s), s)ll ds.J t o
But there exist M, o >0 such that ll @(t, s)ll<l,te--t,-"), t2s. Hence
e e \ t -  t o )  l l x ( t ) l l  < M e - @ - e ) ( t , o )  l l x o l l
* , f '  , l l B l l . -  e  ( @ - e ) ( t - s ) " e ( s - , 6 )  l l c ( s )  x ( s ) l l  d s'  J 4
<Me_@_e) t ,_ ,0 )  l l  xo l l+yM l lB l l ._
f r t  I  l r t
"  I  |  "  2(@-et\ '  ' , dt  l t t r l  |  , r"r"- .)  l lC(r)x(s) l l ,  dsfrrz.LJ,o  I  LJ ,o
So, by (6.4), there exists a constant K>0 such that
l l x ( t ) l l <  K e " " t ' -  ' 0 ,  l l " ( l o ) l l  f o r a l l  t 2 t o 2 0 .
This concludes the proof. I
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The proof shows that V(t, x): - (x, p"of) x) is a joint Lyapunov
function for all systems (6.1)satisfying(6.2) with y <llL?,ll t. In the linear
case one can choose e :0, i.e., V(t, x): - (x, pee) x>.
A Lyapunov function could be called of maximal robustzess with respect
to perturbations of the structure /(t): B(t) D(t) C(t) tf it guarantees the
exponential stability of all the perturbed systems l, with llDll._<
ro(A;8, C). In the time-invariant case a Lyapunov function of maximal
robustness can in fact be constructed using the maximal solution of the
(ARE)p with p:rL@;B, C);  see [10].  The t ime-varying case is more
complicated since ll L?,ll-'does not necessarily equal ro(A; B, C).
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